Ground Broken For New Fountain

Dr. M. A. Allan 1977 President of Highline Community College, broke ground for the new Faculty Building with a distinctive golden shovel on April 12. The groundbreaking ceremony was held outside the entrance of the newly constructed building. The event was a significant moment in the College's history and marked the beginning of a new era.

The Faculty Building was completed just this year. Under the supervision of William Scaring, head of that Department, Sophomore Class Advisor, and Secretary, the building additions were designed and completed. The college has served as an important cultural and educational center for the community and is expected to continue to be a vital hub of learning and growth.

The ceremony was attended by faculty, staff, and students, who were all excited about the new building and its potential to enhance the educational experiences of the community. The groundbreaking was a symbolic gesture of the College's commitment to providing a high-quality education and fostering a supportive learning environment.

The Faculty Building is designed to accommodate the increasing number of students and to provide state-of-the-art facilities for teaching and learning. It includes modern classrooms, state-of-the-art laboratories, and a variety of other resources that will support the educational needs of the community. The building is also designed to be energy-efficient and environmentally sustainable, reflecting the College's commitment to sustainability and social responsibility.

The groundbreaking ceremony was a moment of celebration and anticipation for all those involved in the College's growth and development. It marked the beginning of a new chapter in the College's history and set the stage for continued growth and progress in the years to come.
Of the highest regard is dead. His ideals will live.

Poverty To Riots, Riots To Ashes, and Ashes To Poverty

Americans everywhere acknowledge the inexcusable and unqualified black mustards in our society. He would be awed if he could have seen the behavior. Most of the activity tracked his battle. It is a pity.


The world will mourn the death of this great man who has made a serious and sincere effort to lift all humanity to higher standards of justice, equality. Abolish everywhere the existence of a great man.

Ashes, and Ashes To Poverty

Ashes, and Ashes To Poverty

A Memorial To Martin Luther King

The death of a great person can never be the occasion for gloating, but this is not the death of any ordinary person. This was the death of one of the greatest leaders the world has ever known. This was the death of a man dedicated to his work, committed to his principles, and undying in his endeavor.

Now, Martin Luther King's death will act as a demoralizing agent on the Negroes in the United States. The Negroes will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice. They will become fearful of any similar sacrifice.

The world will mourn the death of this great man who has made a serious and sincere effort to lift all humanity to higher standards of justice, equality. Abolish everywhere the existence of a great man.

Poverty To Riots, Riots To Ashes, and Ashes To Poverty

The letter to the editor is a response to a previous article discussing the effects of poverty on society and the potential for violence.

The letter raises questions about the role of the government in addressing poverty and the potential consequences of not doing so. It also questions the effectiveness of military intervention in resolving political issues.

The letter highlights the importance of addressing the root causes of poverty and the need for a more equitable distribution of resources.

The letter concludes with a call to action, urging readers to consider the implications of poverty and the need for collective action to address it.
Campus Comments
About King Slaying

by Richard H. Johnson

Ron Davis: "White people on the South have a lot of this. It's on a TV lot of people's consciences. But it's going to happen again.

Rick Oversbeet: "Well, I was surprised and worried. It's going to be a tragedy that a cause, but their methods leave much to be desired. Their methods leave much to be desired."

Dan Willott: "I heard about King a few days ago. I'm not sure why he was killed. It's hard to believe at first."

George Ford: "I was quite surprised by the assassination. I believe that they do have a just cause, but their methods leave much to be desired."

Dan Willott: "It was hard to believe at first. I don't believe in violence after the assassination."

Rob Balzarini: "The assassin. I don't believe in violence. I was surprised and worried. It's going to be a tragedy that a cause, but their methods leave much to be desired."

Rob Balzarini: "I'm quite surprised and worried. It's going to be a tragedy that a cause, but their methods leave much to be desired."


easter customs around the world

by John Hollow

Easter Day, the Feast of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ, is the most sacred holiday of the Christian Church and the one that most closely follows the ancient pagan rites. The most ancient of the Easter customs is the Paschal Lamb, which was sacrificed in the ancient Greek festival of Easter. The Paschal Lamb was then eaten by the villagers as a symbol of the victory of life over death. The Paschal Lamb was also considered to be a symbol of the victory of light over darkness, of truth over error, and of goodness over evil.

The Paschal Lamb was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom. These symbols include the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath. These symbols are still in use today, and they have become synonymous with the Easter celebration.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter fire. The Easter fire was a large, brightly colored fire that was burned in the center of the village. The Easter fire was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter egg. The Easter egg was a large, brightly colored egg that was placed in the center of the village. The Easter egg was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter bunny. The Easter bunny was a large, brightly colored bunny that was placed in the center of the village. The Easter bunny was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter tree. The Easter tree was a large, brightly colored tree that was placed in the center of the village. The Easter tree was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter wreath. The Easter wreath was a large, brightly colored wreath that was placed in the center of the village. The Easter wreath was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, and the Easter tree.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter service. The Easter service was a large, brightly colored service that was held in the center of the village. The Easter service was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter feast. The Easter feast was a large, brightly colored feast that was held in the center of the village. The Easter feast was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter parade. The Easter parade was a large, brightly colored parade that was held in the center of the village. The Easter parade was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter dance. The Easter dance was a large, brightly colored dance that was held in the center of the village. The Easter dance was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter play. The Easter play was a large, brightly colored play that was held in the center of the village. The Easter play was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter song. The Easter song was a large, brightly colored song that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter song was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter hymn. The Easter hymn was a large, brightly colored hymn that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter hymn was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter sermon. The Easter sermon was a large, brightly colored sermon that was given in the center of the village. The Easter sermon was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter prayer. The Easter prayer was a large, brightly colored prayer that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter prayer was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.

The Paschal Lamb was also the symbol of the Easter poem. The Easter poem was a large, brightly colored poem that was sung in the center of the village. The Easter poem was surrounded by many other symbols of the Easter custom, including the Easter fire, the Easter egg, the Easter bunny, the Easter tree, and the Easter wreath.
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Horoscope — Nostradamus Predicts

It’s a hot one.

Easter Information:

Name Origin, Dates

Easter: the anglicism with which the name was most frequently used by the English in 1682 and 1691. The name is equally a female or a male name.
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The Cream: DERANGED MINDS

After a series of albums that seemed to hinge on breaking successful singles, The Cream has managed to show only limited influences from the Indian music that is so evident in the album to get. The Cream has managed to keep a talented hard rock sound popular now.

What separates two guitars, and whatever driving style that rock musicians got better, the need for massive numbers disappeared.

Enrollment Rises For Next Year

Preparations for Highline's Columen Spring 1969 fashion show are already in evidence at the school. In order to enroll in the course, expressed his feelings about the eagerly-awaited course. He gave the following comments:

"I'm married and have four children, and have always wanted to take it. It's even better than I thought. I'll do a lot of sound after that."

"I'm a certified welder, and I'm taking this. I'm working at Boeing now, and I plan to apply for underwriting."

"I'm a little older myself. I work at Boeing now, and I plan to take the course. It's hard to say what I'll do after that."

"You've heard a thousand stories about the mobile classroom, but in others as well."

A mobile classroom provides the best and most consistent classroom experience possible. The classroom is designed to be used by this expanding program.

For Special Summer Sessions
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The Philosopher

The spectator of time and existence.

Accepting employment as life's employee,
Observing the last whither and the first whence.

The metaphysician of man's sixth sense
Is the doctor of his rationality.

Relinquishing the mind's independence,
Observing the last whither and the first whence.

He pursues the true meaning of essence,
And finding its eternal epitome,
Observing the last whither and the first whence.

In searching to find, without recompense,
The meaning of life's universality.

Your Secret is The Pelpin

He ceaseless wonder of walking days and walking hours in hazy paths of tree lined days and push aside the silver curtain that hides the pelpin's secret.

Never walk beside the pool of depths deep, dark, dank down below the dungeon speaks and hails the walls that hold the bricks against the unveiling of the pelpin's secret.

Held high the hand hoist up the withered seeing down they cast the eyes of woe - who help to save the colors or lifts his weight by fingertips less them, the soul who blackened bears the pit of the pelpin's secret.

The Funeral

A slow and cheerless wind wails in my soul, A rush of pain, and tombstones of my grief. Are buried deep in drifts of sorrow's snow All joy is gone with Death, the master thief. I am destroyed by flowers, blooming red. My own are faded, gaunt, no longer green. I see the empty skulls of wrens long dead Who sang for us, when we could love and dream. My grief denies a hundred springs will prove Enough to free my frozen, heavy heart. They flaunt before me other, newer loves Beyond my prison window's iron bars.
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According to telephone information, 32nd Ward has won the award leading team to your community college while tied at 23rd Ward. Foster Golf Links, just a short ten miles by cowpath and Indian trail to the banks of the scenic Duwamish River, site of the spacious

Second leading scorer in state community college action and third in Green River College of Auburn now sports a baseball team. someone this year. Large crowds at this only true home team talk that the net women may actually have a HOME meet 'Cdor the entire spring athletic program minimal. Color the Thunderbird golfers far, far away.
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Road Rally Sponsored By GRCC

Green River Community Co-Op's annual Road Rally will take place Saturday, April 18. The Rally will begin at 7 a.m. with an introduction at 7:30 a.m. The Rally is free to the public. The first place winner will be awarded a trophy and monetary prize.

The Rally will start at 8 a.m. The rally will be sponsored by the GRCC Student Activities Council. The rally will include a variety of events such as the GRCC Student Activities Council's Annual Road Rally, a costume contest, and a kids' zone. The rally will be held at the GRCC Student Activities Council's headquarters.

The rally will have a variety of events, including a costume contest, a kids' zone, and a variety of food and beverage vendors.

Students Offer Their Opinions On Classes They Would Like Offered

Students were asked to express their opinions on classes they would like to see offered at GRCC. Some students expressed interest in additional courses in the arts, while others wanted to see more science and technology courses.

Easter Shopping? Come in – say "Hello" to Mary Lou at her

Apparel Barter

QUALITY FASHIONS - ALL THUNDER-WORD STARS

Whipped Cream Decoress (Head, drip dry)

$10.00

Lariat Matching Suits

$15.00

Casual Wear

$12.00

American Beauty Nylons

$1.00

Footwear

$5.00

Knit Separates, min. match $6-$8.00

Karat Skirts, Socks, Special 4.00

ALSO: Knit Halter, Paddles & Saddle Sportswear, Pandora Sweaters

Apparel Barter

See Mona's Place - 919 Main Scots, 914 Plaza B-7

STOP

AT THE BOOKSTORE

TO PURCHASE YOUR ANNUAL

PRICE: $3.50 EACH